
 

 

 

 
 
Standard Product specification:   
Family: 8C to 50C  
New Features: Arc Detect and Arc Quench functions to all 8C to 50C models. 
 
Scope:  
To add an “Arc Detect” function and more capable “Arc Quench” function to further complete the high power ‘C’ line 
from 8kV to 50kV so these devices can support customers in more markets and applications. “Arc Detect” and “Arc 
Quench” are common requirements in applications such as pulsed power, electron beam, X-Ray, ion beam, and 
electrostatics.  
These functions are synonymous to functions an end user typically has to engineer into the system themselves, with 
the added advantage that they are incorporated into the High Voltage Power Supply. These functions eliminate the 
need to develop, test, and optimize these functions, again UltraVolt’s ‘Making High Voltage Easier”! 
 
Functional details: 
 
”Arc Detect” function ( “AD” option ): 
This function generates a pulse (1 mS +5VDC) on an interface pin each time a HV arc occurs. Typical uses of this 
function is to assist our customers in designing systems that count the HV arc events, stop processes, identify a fault, 
modify operating settings, activate another function, or safe the system. 

 
”Arc Quench” function ( “AQ” option ): 
This function puts a pulse (1 mS +5VDC) on an interface pin each time a HV arc occurs, reduces the HV output by 
>20% (Fold back) and slowly (> 2 Seconds) restores the HV back to 100%. This action can protect HV systems & 
devices from permanent damage as well as process materials from damage or reduced quality. 
For units equipped with –AQ option, arc detect (-AD) is available by default. 
 
Prerequisites: 
The 8C to 50C units must also be equipped with the “-i5” or “-i10” option. 
 
Electrical Specification: 
Active LOW. Open drain MOSFET transistors  
Customer must externally limit current to less than 50mA.  
Maximum OFF state voltage 32Vdc. 
 
Mechanical Specification: 
Standard 8C to 50C units with the standard 14 pin header for the “-i5” & “-i10” interface options per latest UV data 
sheet. Arc detect signal is available on pin 10. 


